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DEEP HOLE/ MATUNUCK

Wave Sailor's Wet Dream.

I got a not-so-secret link to this video from the deep south, Matunuck, R.I. It's irrefutable proof that the waves are actually better in R.I. than in Haul. The color of the water is more interesting in New England too, none of that boring turquoise... [read more]

posted by: waterloggedbyscooper (02:32)
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MAJOR HAMMER HONDA Film

Watch now to see how Major Hammer dished it all for his Undying Dream

Local Coupons

1 ridiculous huge coupon a day. Get 50-90% off your city's best!
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DEEP HOLE/ MATUNUCK

Matunuck Wind Classic

Waves happen. So does perfect side shore wind. But both happening together during a wave event in little ol' New England? I wouldn't have thought it possible. Before the wind happened Matunuck Wind Classic- So how was it? The wind didn't come up... [read more]

posted by: waterloggedbyscooper (03:25)